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Key Drivers

67 %
Enterprise infrastructure
will be cloud-based

82 %
Workload will
reside in the cloud

67ZB+

Supply Chain
Disruptions
as a result of
COVID-19 2

13%
8%

End-to-End
Visibility
into their
supply chains

70%
67%

organizations lack
full visibility 3

Automation
of operations 5

49%
4%

of operations are
primarily manual

Customer
6
Expectations

10%

of supply chains
adapted without issue
dealt with
complete shutdowns

of manufacturers struggle
to share information 4

are highly
automated
of supply chain execs
believe they are effectively
using their digital
transformation investments
to meet increasing
and evolving customer
experience demands

Zettabytes of data will
be flowing through cloud
servers and networks

6 Ways SaaS Makes the Digital Enterprise A Reality

Scalability

Reduced Costs

Security

Dynamically scale up and
down based on your needs
with an easy consumptionbased model for your
enterprise.

Focus on your core business
and delivering customer
value, not on managing
software and hardware.

Re-engineer, automate,
and harden security by
leveraging resources
from cloud providers and
strategic partners.

Compliance

Faster Time to Value

Flexibility

Automate compliance
checking and remediation to
further increase efficiency
and productivity and
maintain audit readiness.

Enable faster upgrades
and access to innovations
for end users.

Empower access to business
services while users are
on the go, no matter the
location, while monitoring
operations effectively.

TOMORROW
Tomorrow’s supply chains must be connected,
enabled by a core cloud-based central platform that will integrate,
orchestrate and execute actions across each node of the value chain.
Consumer-grade
commerce experiences.

Integrate all of your supply
chain assets to deliver a
differentiated experience to
customers right from the start
of the shopping journey.

Pervasive intelligence
for your autonomous
enterprise.

Single View.
Single Platform.
Single Data Model.

Enjoy the power of a single
platform that delivers a
system of intelligence to learn,
analyze and predict.

Fulfill customer needs with a
single data model to forecast,
plan and fulfill within the
supply chain and deliver a
differentiated ecommerce
experience to end consumers.

Why Blue Yonder?

Expertise &
Infrastructure
Deep expertise across all
industries, underpinned by
a joint enablement program
and investments to deliver
our offerings at the scale our
clients need.

Innovation
We jointly develop innovative
solutions that leverage Blue
Yonder’s Luminate platform
and the full strength of its
AI/ML capabilities.

End-to-end
Transformation
Proven methodologies
and a focus on end-to-end
transformation opportunities
that drive lower operational
costs and improve process
efficiencies.

Only e2e Digital Supply Chain Vendor in the market: SaaS or Hybrid

Only company named
a leader in all Gartner
Supply Chain Magic
Quadrants
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95% customer
retention rate

Serves 73 of the top
100 retailers 7
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450+ granted and
pending patents
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